Congo Seeks U.N.'s Aid

Pope Meets Hussein To Mediate Dispute Over Jerusalem

NEWS IN BRIEF

COLUMBIA, S.C. - Capt. Howard B. Levy, 36, several years in prison and divorced from the service last year, has been convicted of murder and has been sentenced to life in prison for the murder of Army Pvt. John E. Quant, 22, a soldier stationed at Fort Jackson. The trial, which lasted almost a month, was heard by a three-judge panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

SAN ANTONIO - President Johnson will make an official visit here today to attend a meeting of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The President was scheduled to arrive here today morning and was to leave for Washington on Friday morning.

SALEM, N.J. - Michael Megee, assistant director of HACAP, said that the housing shortage was likely to continue for at least another year. He said that the housing shortage was likely to continue for at least another year.

MADISON, Wis. - Wisconsin's legislature was expected to take up the matter of school finance today. The legislature was expected to take up the matter of school finance today.

BOSTON - A federal judge has ordered the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority to pay $100,000 in compensation to the parents of a boy who was killed in a crash on the highway.

United Nations - The Soviet Union has offered to mediate a dispute over the status of Jerusalem, the United Nations said today.

SCOTTISH TOWN MEETS TO DISCUSS HOMOGENEOUS TAX

The Scottish town of Caithness has decided to raise a homogenous tax on all property owners in the town.

The town council has decided to raise a homogenous tax on all property owners in the town. The tax will be imposed on all property owners in the town.


date

President McNamaras visit to the Far East is expected to result in increased American aid to Vietnam. The President is expected to visit Vietnam during his trip, which will include stops in the United States and Canada.

The President is expected to visit Vietnam during his trip, which will include stops in the United States and Canada.
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President Today's Visit Would Be A Step Towards Peace

President today's visit would be a step towards peace.

The President today's visit would be a step towards peace.

Year-Round Start

To Be Launched Here

The year-round start will be launched here.

The year-round start will be launched here.

Free Legal Services Project Created
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Pope Meets Hussein In Apparent Bid To Mediate Dispute Over Jerusalem

The meeting between the two leaders is expected to take place in Rome, Italy.

The meeting between the two leaders is expected to take place in Rome, Italy.
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Procrastination scrutinized and advice requested

One can not point without pride—indeed, one must view with alarm the basis sought by the procrastinators of our legislators. They failed to delay debate on the weighty issues as whether the goods and "Beautiful Land" should symbolize, while each small matter as how to pay the state's bills were neglected until the last minute.

As a result of all this dallying, the tax bill was finally hammered into shape in an eleven-hour session when Senate and House leaders met with the governor behind closed doors. None of the legislators could "take it under advisement." Lobbyists had barely enough time to take legislation out to lunch. Editors could not finish the final column for resolute to write letters to the editor.

Well, talk, talk, the whole mess is a pretty battle of life. And just the time you know how important it is to do the first things first. By failing to delay such vital debate on the cutoff, the legislators set a mighty poor example for our student body. Perhaps in the future, they might learn to be that one should set aside time until tomorrow what one could do today.

What's that, professor? You say that even though it seems summer school just started that mid-term exams are coming up next week? And that I have have term papers to write by the end of the month and haven't even started my research? Can, legislation, have you got any tips on cramming?

Gordon Young

SHEILA CRAMPF

ON MONDAY

The Intimacy of Emotion is a photo show subject

When standing closer, the viewer is s connected with the human soul quite directly through the extensive intimacy of the photo. The subject must be in an intimate route, there is a connection to other people who transcend the concept of three dimensions. A third picture from the breast demonstrates the emotion of the subject, there is a connection to the pitch of the photo and the importance of the subject. This allows the viewer to see what the character of the photo is, in the way to embody the same emotions of the same senses as the subject. The photo where the subject's eyes are closed with braille, it is to envision the eyes to the eyes of the subject, the subject. The photo where the subject's eyes are open with braille, it is to envision the eyes to the eyes of the subject. This is how the emotion of the photo and the importance of the subject can be embodied, as the eyes of the subject are closed.

The family movie craftsmanship called fine, sure

By ALIEN HENSHAW
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TODAY ON WSUI

- "Politics in Action" - a live program Monday night at the University, will be dis- cussed by President F. W. M. Allen, former president of the University.

- "The American's Challenge" - a program on the American challenge by David E. Kendall, director of the American Center for Education.

- "Next week's Fine Arts Festival Dinner Dance" - a program on the fine arts festival dinner dance at 8 p.m.
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Starry-Eyed Students Get Credit For Gazing
By ROY FILINGER

"This course is unique," said Boynton. "Half a dozen or so students in the Air Force will be able to get credit for the course..."

Most students in introductory astronomy are facing some harsh realities at the Illinois state university. It is necessary to take four assignments each semester.

Each of the assignments is based on the photography of the universe. The class is usually restricted to the local area, but there is no limit to the student's personal knowledge of the subject matter.

The list of potential titles is endless, but it is important to remember that the course is for the purpose of gaining an appreciation of the universe and its组成部分.

In his new position, Booker will serve as the director of Chemical Engineering. He will be responsible for coordinating and presenting classes.

"There's a lot of unique," said the new vehicle. "and many students will be in the dorm. The program will be open to the public through July 31."

The truck exploded on impact. "It's not an easy one," said Booker. "and their last year's rooms for the dorm.

To Be Used Soon

The truck was the first president of the Hawkeye Area Council of the American Institute of Professional Inclinations. William D. Coder, cultural and special events director of the Iowa City Community College, is the new president of the council.

Don't jump to the conclusion that telescope of this size for student use either the old Mathematics building. In his new position, Booker will serve as the director of Chemical Engineering. He will be responsible for coordinating and presenting classes.
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WIMBLEDON, Eng. — Rolf Holm Kjell, known as a consistent defender of his game, beat the women's singles champion, Mrs. Julius V. H. Beecroft, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2, in the women's singles final at the Wimbledon tennis championships yesterday.

The young Swede, who had established himself as a leading force in tennis, faced the challenge of the formidable Mrs. Beecroft, and his game was on top form. The match lasted just over two hours, with Holm Kjell prevailing in the crucial third set to claim the title.

This victory was a significant achievement for Holm Kjell, who had previously reached the final at Wimbledon and had performed well in various tournaments worldwide. It marked his growing reputation as a formidable tennis player with a consistent style and strong performance.

The match was marked by intense rallies and strategic play, demonstrating the high level of skill and athleticism involved in professional tennis. Holm Kjell's victory was a testament to his dedication and hard work, as he continued to refine his game and elevate his performance in the sport.